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Forward
Although most people learn the alphabet, far fewer learn about the alphabet. This ex-
hibit and catalog are designed to help you do just that. This catalog is an alphabetical 
presentation on alphabetical things. In it, each letter of  the alphabet represents a topic 
related to writing, printing, or the alphabet. 
The alphabet is closely related to memory. We use pictures and songs to help us memo-
rize it when we are very young. After we’ve learned it, we use the alphabet to help us 
remember and organize things. In this exhibit and catalog, I have pulled memories and 
history—in the form of  books—from the collection of  the Rare Book & Manuscript 
Library, here, at the University of  Illinois. I hope you enjoy these selections and that 
you feel the same sense of  wonder that I do when I think about our beloved ABC.
My heartfelt thanks and acknowledgement go out to Elizabeth Rogers. This catalog 
was made possible by her generous support. Special thanks are due to Dennis Sears, 
Valerie Hotchkiss, Donald W. Krummel, Steve Kostell and the Digital Content Cre-
ation team for all their help in preparing this alphabet exhibit and catalog.
Marten Stromberg
A
is for Acrostic
A is the first letter of  the Alphabet and acrostics are all about first letters. I could tell you 
what an acrostic is, but it’s easier to show you and then explain afterwards:
A code for you to read
Letters vertically aligned
Poems’ hidden messages 
Heed the leading sign
Aware, you see the pattern
Begins each line anew
Every piece together
This word you now can view
As you can see, to make an acrostic you take a word and put it tall-ways instead of  
long-ways and then write lines that start with each letter of  that word—just like we did 
above with ‘ALPHABET’. Lewis Carroll, the author of  Alice in Wonderland, is one of  
the most famous people to use acrostics. The poem on the right is from the end of  his 
book Through the Looking Glass. Here, he uses the full name of  the real Alice to make his 
acrostic. Look closely and you’ll see it. Here’s a hint: her initials are A.P.L.

b
is for Beta
Do you know where the word alphabet comes from? Similar to how we call it the 
ABCs—after its first three letters—the ‘alphabet’ takes its name from the first two let-
ters of  the Greek alphabet, alpha and beta. They look like this: α=alpha; β=beta. The 
alphabet we use is known as the Latin alphabet and it comes from the Greek alphabet. 
The Greek alphabet was the first alphabet to include letters that represented both vow-
els and consonants. It is based on the Phoenician alphabet. Although we don’t really 
give our letters names anymore, the Greeks (like the Phoenicians before them) had a 
name for each letter. Beta, for example, comes from a Phoenician word that means 
‘house’ (‘bayt’). The picture of  the Greek alphabet on the right comes from a book 
called “The Origin and Progress of  Letters” by William Massey, written in 1763. It is in 
two parts. The first part is about the history and invention of  the alphabet. The second 
part is about Calligraphy and the people who used to practice it. If  you don’t know 
what Calligraphy is, just turn the page!
Α Β Γ Δ Ε Ζ Η Θ Ι Κ Λ Μ Ν Ξ Ο Π Ρ Σ Τ Υ Φ Χ Ψ Ω
α β γ δ ε ζ η θ ι κ λ μ ν ξ ο π ρ ς σ τ υ φ χ ψ ω

C
is for Calligraphy
Calligraphy is the art of  writing beautifully. It’s something that isn’t easy to learn, but 
you can teach yourself. Many of  the books in this catalog are called copybooks. To 
practice your handwriting, you would copy the examples from a copybook. The books 
sometimes show other useful things like how to make ink or how to make a pen. Writ-
ing teachers (also called writing masters) are very particular about how you sit when 
you write, the way you hold the pen, and even how fast you write. The writing master 
Henry P. Behrensmeyer, who wrote the example on the right, thought that the song 
Camptown Races was a good tempo and rhythm for writing. He would play it for his 
students on a hand-cranked record player in class while they practiced writing.
You could practice copying the example on the right, but you might need a calligra-
phy pen or a quill (see page Q) to make it look right. The wider pen helps to make 
those thick lines. If  you really want to get into the spirit of  H.P. Behrensmeyer, put on 
Camptown Races and write along with it.

D
is for Design
How letters are designed depends on how they are produced. For example, letters pro-
duced by hand with a pen will be designed differently than letters carved into stone. If  
you look down at the diagram of  some of  the parts of  a letter, you will see the serifs 
of  the letter. Serifs are something that comes from the practice of  carving letters in 
stone. Stone cutters would use them to make the ends of  their letters look cleaner. For 
a long time, letters were designed mostly for writing, because people didn’t know how 
to print yet. When people started making letters from metal type (see page T) they imi-
tated the written alphabet and stone carvings, but later realized that they didn’t have to. 
Albrecht Dürer, who wrote the book on the right, sug-
gested that the design of  letters should be geometric. 
He tried to set up rules based on geometry for what 
the right letter shapes should be. Some other people 
thought that letter shapes should be based on the pro-
portions of  the human body.

E
is for Excellency
As you have probably already learned, writing well takes a lot of  time and practice 
(especially if  you want anyone else to be able to read it). You might learn to write from 
your teacher or from a copybook (see page L), but either way, you’ll have to keep prac-
ticing regularly if  you want to stay good at it. These days, people spend a lot more time 
typing than they do writing, so it’s harder to stay in practice. If  you have trouble with 
writing neatly, these tips may help you out: Try to write with the muscles in your arm 
instead of  your fingers. The fingers should just hold the pen and the arm should move 
it. Practice writing lines, circles and other shapes instead of  just letters. If  you keep it 
up, you will eventually get better.
The example on the right is from the book The Pen’s Excellency. It is considered to be the 
first English copy book. Its author, Martin Billingsley, is believed to have been the writing 
instructor for King Charles I when he was a prince. Supposedly, the king learned his les-
sons well. Writing letters as fancy as Billingsley’s would take a lot of  practice. If  you could 
write like that, people would certainly think that your writing was excellent! 

F
is for Fables
Although you could learn to write just by copying the alphabet many times, that would 
probably be extremely boring. Copybooks would often have moral saying or lessons to 
copy, instead of  just alphabets, but people might be more interested in copying stories 
than copying sayings about how you should behave. In the book pictured on the right, 
the author, George Bickham, tried something a little different: in Fables, and other short 
poems, he had his readers copy short fables. This 
way he could keep his readers entertained and 
teach them a moral lesson while they learned to 
write. To make his book even more appealing to 
young readers (and anyone who likes pictures), 
he included illustrations above each of  the fables. 
The popularity of  Aesop’s Fables, which was first 
published for kids in 1722, probably inspired 
Bickham to write this book fifteen years later. Just 
in case you were curious about the fable on the 
right, I’ve copied it down here for you to read. 
A lightfoot rang’d the forest round
By chance a Wolf ’s retreat he found.
Then said how can that rav’nous mind
Attack our sheep a harmless kind
Friend, says the Wolf, the matter weigh.
Nature design’d us beasts of  prey;
A wolf  eats sheep but now and then,
Ten thousands are devour’d by men.
An open foe may prove a curse,
But a pretended friend is worse

G
is for Gothic
The book on the right is an example of  a Gothic script. The letters in Gothic writing 
tend to be narrower. This allows the scribes who used it to fit more letters on the page. 
Paper and parchment (see page W) were both very expensive, so saving space was im-
portant. The tops of  the letters of  Gothic scripts are usually pointier than other styles. 
They are often said to look like a picket fence.
This page from a bible would have been copied by a scribe working in a monastery. Be-
fore there was print, monasteries and copy shops had monks and professional scribes 
copy books by hand so they could sell them or trade them. For the monk’s, copying 
religious books was an act of  meditation and prayer, as well as a way to spread their 
religion. Things that are written by hand—as opposed to being printed—are called 
manuscripts. 

H
is for Horn Book
A horn book is a kind of  alphabet book made especially for young children. They are 
called ‘horn books’ because they had a protective, see-through covering over the paper 
that was made from animal horn. We don’t use animal horn for much anymore, but 
years ago, they would use it for all sorts of  things, even for making windows. Usually, 
these books would be attached to wood or some other material and would often have 
handles to make them easier to hold. The picture on the right is an example of  an un-
mounted hornbook. Some mounted hornbooks are pictured below:
***picture of  a horn book***

I
is for Ink
If  you’re going to write something down, you will definitely need something to write 
with. Even if  you already have a pen, you are going to need some ink in that pen to put 
some letters down on the page. Today when you get a pen it usually has ink in it already 
and when it runs out you get a new pen. Some pens can be refilled with ink that you 
buy at the store. Writing masters used a lot of  ink and so did people who were learn-
ing to write. Instead of  going to the store to buy ink, they would make it themselves. 
If  you went to a school to learn to write the writing master would probably show you 
how to make ink. If  you wanted to learn to write from a copybook (like the ones in this 
catalog) and you didn’t how to make ink, then you might not be able to practice writ-
ing at all. To help out their readers, the writing masters would often include recipes for 
ink that would tell you exactly how to make it. Different writing masters had different 
recipes and some would even tell you how to make special kinds of  ink.
Here is the ink recipe from the writing master Edward Cocker, who wrote many copy-
books in the 1600s. This one is from his book Arts Glory. He includes instructions on 
how to write with gold.

J
is for ‘I’!?
Here’s something interesting that you may not have known, the alphabet didn’t always 
have 26 letters. You probably learned from a very young age that I and J are different 
letters, but people didn’t used to think so. People used to spell words like ‘James’ as 
‘Iames’ and ‘Jolly’ as ‘Iolly’. If  that surprises you, you’ll be even more surprised when 
you find out that V and U also used to be the same. People would spell ‘dove’ as ‘doue’ 
and ‘unusual’ as ‘vnusual’. Typically, a V or U would be represented with a V if  it was 
a capital letter or the first letter of  a word, and U (u) if  it was after the first letter of  a 
word or lower case. Our letter Y is still like this, it has different sounds depending on 
where it is in the word.
In this book from 1529, the author Giovanni Giorgio Trissino is the first one to argue 
that these different sounds should each have their own letter. He also tries to get differ-
ent letters for different kinds of  O and E sounds for the Italian language, which never 
catches on. His recommended changes for I, J, U, and V are eventually put into prac-
tice long after his death in 1550.

K
is for Knots
As you know, Calligraphy is the art of  writing beautifully, but some see beauty in sim-
plicity and others in elaboration. Knots are a style of  decoration that is used in calligra-
phy and other art. They are called knots because they resemble pieces of  rope or string 
that are wrapped around each other. They are can be found in some Celtic, Islamic, and 
Buddhist art. 
This book by Giovanni Antonio Tagliente is one of  the first books on writing made 
by woodcut printing (see page X). Printing is usually done with black lines on a white 
background, but these letters were made as white lines on  a black background. The 
majority of  the book is printed normally: with black lines on a white background. The 
Latin on the bottom right reads: “Invia virtuti nulla est via”. This translates as: “To 
virtue, no way is impassable.” 

L
is for Learning
Most of  the writing masters who wrote these books were also teachers. They designed 
them to help students learn to write and, also, to advertise their skill in calligraphy. 
Most copybooks showed examples of  several different hands. A “hand” is a style of  
writing. The pen strokes in each hand would be written in a set order and manner that 
was different from each other hand. Alltogether the rules for how to write a particular 
letter are called the ductus. For example, whether you start a letter M by moving a pen 
up or down would be determined by the ductus of  the hand you were writing. Even 
the speed at which the pen strokes are made is considered part of  the ductus. 
The book pictured on the right is called the Universal Penman; it was collected and en-
graved by George Bickham. It included 212 different engravings from examples by 25 
different writing masters. It had samples of  contracts, bills and other documents that 
a clerk might have to write up in their work. It is the most comprehensive copy book 
of  English handwriting and calligraphy ever published. Most of  the examples have an 
illustration by Bickham at the top.

M
is for Moon Alphabet
The Moon Alphabet is a kind of  tactile alphabet, like braille, that you can read by 
touching it. In order to make this kind of  “feel-able” alphabet on paper, printers use 
a process that is called embossing where they heat up the paper and press it between 
two metal plates. This particular tactile alphabet, invented in 1843, is named after its 
creator Dr. William Moon. The Moon letters are more similar to our alphabet than 
those in a system like braille, which uses small round bumps. This makes it easier to 
learn for people who knew the alphabet before they went blind. William Moon also 
made tactile maps and pictures with the same method of  embossing.
There is also an interesting alphabet for people who are deaf  and blind, in which the 
letters of  the alphabet correspond to different parts of  the hand (the finger joints, fin-
ger tips, etc.). This way you can spell things out by touching the different parts of  your 
hand. This demonstrates the power of  the alphabet: it can help people communicate 
despite their difficulties, even when it isn’t written down.

N
is for Numerals
Both the Greeks and the Romans used letters to represent their numbers. Greek nu-
merals are still used for some things in Greece and we use Roman Numerals on clocks, 
for dates , and for chapter numbers. On the right you can see a chart for the values of  
Roman Numerals. It’s in Latin, so you can look at the chart in English below. In the 
numbers IV and IX, the “I” to the left of  the number means that it is one less.
You can figure out the numbers by adding them up from left to right. So XXII is 22 
and MD is 1500. Try to figure out these dates: MDXII, MDCLXI, and MDCCCI.
The number system we use today was invented in India and passed along to the Arabs. 
We adopted it from them, which is why we call our numbers “arabic” numerals. They 
aren’t based on an alphabet; they are a system of  their own.
I = 1
II = 2
III = 3 
IV = 4
V = 5
VI = 6
VII = 7
VIII = 8
IX = 9
X = 10
XX = 20
L = 50
C = 100
D = 500
M = 1000

O
is for Ornamental Penmanship
Some calligraphers have taken their style of  fancy writing and applied it to illustration. 
This is called ornamental penmanship. You can often find these kinds of  illustrations 
in copybooks. They are made by using the different strokes, loops, and other character-
istics of  writing. On the right is an example from a book by Richard Daniel that is filled 
with pictures like this. Here you can see various different animals, but Daniel drew all 
sorts of  interesting pictures in this way: people, angels, mythical creatures, bells, the 
sun, the moon, and the stars. H.P. Behrensmeyer—whose calligraphy we saw under let-
ter C —is best known for his many ornamental birds. Not all writing masters approved 
of  the fantastical diversion of  ornamental penmanship and would rather focus on the 
useful rather than the creative aspects of  fine writing.

P
is for Phonetic Alphabet
A phonetic alphabet is one where the characters (letters) represent different sounds. In 
some other writing systems (like Chinese), the characters also represent ideas or things 
instead of  just sounds. With a phonetic alphabet you use the different sounds to build 
words. Because different languages have different and sometimes unique sounds, the 
alphabet that we use doesn’t always have the sounds we need to write other languages. 
That’s why we use something called the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Here is 
an example of  a word represented in the characters of  the IPA: phonetic = fə’nɛdik. 
The International Phonetic alphabet has more than 150 characters.
The picture on the right is from a book by Honorat Rambaud. In it, he argued to ex-
pand the alphabet to a whopping 52 letters for the French language. He hoped that by 
representing each sound with its own unique letter, it would make reading and writing 
easier. He thought that this alphabet would help to narrow the knowledge gap between 
the rich and poor. In southern France where he lived, many people could only speak 
their native Provencal, not French. His suggestion was never adopted.
Ã Ɓ Č Đ Ǝ Ƒ Ɠ ƕ Ɨ ᴶ ҝ ɫ ɯ Ǌ Ŏ ᵽ Ŕ Ş Ƭ Ʊ Ʋ Ẁ Ӽ Ÿ Ż Ƣ Ɣ ƪ ʘ

Q
is for Quill
Before there were metal and plastic pens, people wrote with Quills. A quill is made 
from a bird’s feather —usually from a Goose or a Swan. It is specially cut to make it 
the right shape for writing. Feathers are hollow on the inside, so when you dip the end 
of  your quill into your ink, the ink fills up into the feather. That means you don’t have 
to dip your quill in the ink every time you need to make a mark on the page. Instead, 
ink in the feather will flow from the inside of  the quill onto the page as you write. The 
picture on the right is from a German copy book titled A useful and well founded formula 
for many beautiful scripts, by Wolfgang Fugger. It shows the proper way to hold a quill. As 
you can see, the barbs, or “feathery parts” of  the feather, have been trimmed off. 
The pen-knife is used to cut the quill tip to the right shape. A quill tip can be cut to 
different widths and in a square or round shape. Another penman, Giovanni Tagliente, 
lists all the tools needed for writing: “quills, penknife, straight-edge, dividers, lead stylus, 
set-square, pounce (if  you want to write with it), shears, and good ink.”

R
is for Rubric
The word rubric comes from the Latin word for the red chalk that is used to make 
red ink. To “rubricate” something means to color it red. When scribes wanted to em-
phasize certain letters or words, they would write them or decorate over them in red 
ink. This made them stand out from the other text that was written in black ink. This 
practice was started when everything was done by hand, and later, when they started to 
print books, they would sometimes have someone decorate letters by hand in red ink 
after they printed them. Eventually, the word “rubricated” referred to decorated letters 
in general, red or not.
This example is from a printed book that was bound in a leaf  of  parchment (see page 
W). The parchment leaf  has black ink writing and rubrics. Bookbinders often bind 
books with old handwritten parchment leaves because they look nice. This book is 
called the Alphabetum Divini Amoris, or the Alphabet of  Divine Love. It is an alphabetical-
ly arranged collection of  works of  Christian mysticism from the beginning of  Christi-
anity to the 15th century.

S
is for Secretary
Inventions, such as the typewriter and the computer, have gradually moved us away 
from relying on writing for our communication. Business that used to be done with 
written documents is now done with printed ones, and people seem to type far more 
than they write. Before these inventions, however, businessmen relied heavily on peo-
ple who could write trade and legal documents. They were called clerks. As trade and 
business grew, more clerks were needed to prepare important documents. The style of  
handwriting widely used in renaissance England was called English Secretary. It would 
be absolutely necessary to know how to write it in order to get a job as a clerk. The 
English Secretary hand is a mixture between Gothic and Roman style writing. It has 
some of  the round characteristics of  Roman and the pointed characteristics of  Gothic.
This copybook, printed in 1622, shows an example of  the English Secretary hand. It is 
written in English, but it may be difficult to read. The letters and spelling are somewhat 
different from what we are used to today. In this book, the instructions for how to 
write Secretary were printed and the examples were written in by professional clerks.

T
is for Typography
In printing from moveable type, you combine small metal letters together to make 
words and sentences. You then put ink on these letters and push paper down on them 
with a press. The ink transfers to the paper and makes a printed page. The Chinese 
and Koreans created moveable type before Johannes Gutenburg did so in Germany. 
However, the process works better with our alphabet than it does with eastern languag-
es, because our alphabet only has 26 characters and the Chinese language, for example, 
has over 40,000. It is much easier to design 26 metal letters than to design 40,000.
Printing with moveable type is generally called letterpress printing. The art of  arrang-
ing the metal letters for printing is called typography. For hundreds of  years, this was 
the most common way that books were printed. Nowadays, we use computers to do 
most of  our design, but the word typography is still used to describe arranging letters 
on the computer. There are still letterpress printing shops today.
On the right, there is a poem about a mouse by Lewis Carroll. The letters on the page 
have been arranged to look like a mouse’s tail and the poem is called The Mouse’s Tale. 
This is an example of  shaped poetry.

U
is for Unfolding Alphabets
The book shown here is an example of  an accordion fold. It is made by folding paper 
over itself  in a zigzag to make the accordion shape. The accordion fold is an old style 
of  book folding. Originally, Chinese documents were rolled up into to scrolls, but even-
tually they started folding them accordion style to make them easier to flip through. 
When they began to bind books, they would sew one side of  the accordion fold shut. 
This made it more like a book and less like an accordion.
In this book, the letters of  the alphabet are cut out of  the accordion folds. It is similar 
to a style of  pop-up known as origamic architecture that uses the Japanese arts of  
origami (paperfolding) and kirigami, to make pop-ups from one sheet of  paper.
***Illustration of  accordion and sewn shut accordion***

V
is for Visual Alphabet
The visual alphabet is used to help people who are learning the alphabet remember the 
shapes and sounds of  the letters. In the first kind of  visual alphabet, objects that look 
like letters are used to help people remember their shapes. See the ladder that looks like 
the letter A? Or the horn that looks like the letter C? In another kind of  visual alpha-
bet, the picture would help people remember the sound of  the letter. You’ve probably 
seen this kind of  visual alphabet, where it shows the letter C and then a picture of  a 
cat. Some visual alphabets combine both of  these strategies.
Images can be used to help you remember the alphabet, but the alphabet can also help 
you remember visual things, like the colors of  the rainbow. I’m sure you’ve heard of  
the acronym ROY G. BIV, which helps you remember that the colors of  the rainbow 
are Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and Violet. 
This picture is the first printed visual alphabet, from 1485. It is from a book on the art 
of  public speaking and memory.

W
is for Writing Material
Writing material is the surface on which you write. Today, we mostly write on paper, 
but there was a time when parchment was the most common writing surface. Parch-
ment looks like paper, but is made from stretched animal skin. Before there was parch-
ment, people would write on papyrus, which is made by hammering together over-
lapping strips of  plant material. Even earlier, people would write on wax, clay, stone, 
wood, bones, and other surfaces.
Paper was invented around 105 A.D. by a Chinese man named T’sai Lun. Paper is made 
by mixing plant fibers (called pulp) into a vat of  water. Once they are stirred up in the 
water, the papermaker uses a wire screen to pull out an even sheet of  plant fibers and 
lets the water drain through the screen. When the sheet of  fibers is pulled off  of  the 
screen, pressed, and dried, you have a sheet of  paper. The example on the right is made 
from a special papermaking process. The “W” is not drawn on the paper. It has been 
made into the paper itself  by using different colored pulps and a letter-shaped wire.

X
is for Xylographic
Xylography is ‘writing from wood’. It is a kind of  printing done with carved wooden 
blocks. If  you were to take a flat square wooden block, cover it in ink with a roller, and 
push a piece of  paper down on it, you would get a big black square on your paper. If  
you cut out a piece of  the wooden block with a knife, there would be a notch where 
the roller wouldn’t touch with ink. The paper that was lying on the mostly flat wooden 
block wouldn’t touch it either. So, to make a picture by woodcutting, you cut out all the 
“negative” space, or the space that you don’t want to print. Wherever you make your 
cuts, it will appear white on the page and the uncut parts will still be flat so they will 
print black. This is also called woodcut printing. Any kind of  printing where you put 
ink on a raised flat surface to print is called relief  printing. The image on the right was 
made with an inked woodcut block. Below are some examples:
***pictures here***

Y
is for “Thorn”!?
There was a time when English was written with a different alphabet, known as runic. 
There are several different kinds of  runic alphabet. The one used for English is called 
‘futhorc’. It gets its name from the first six letters of  the runic alphabet (fuorc). 
When people started to use our modern alphabet they kept a few runic letters for a 
while. One of  these letters is ‘thorn’. It looks like this: , and it represents the sound 
‘th’. So if  you wanted to write ‘the’ or ‘that’, it would look like this: ‘e’ and ‘at’. So 
‘The Old Bookshop’ would be ‘e Old Bookshop’. 
There was a point when the letter  looked a lot like the letter Y. When printers want-
ed to print the letter , the would just use a Y instead, because they didn’t have a . So 
instead of  ‘The Old Bookshop’ they would print ‘Ye Old Bookshop’. Even though it 
looks like a Y, it’s really a ‘thorn’ and it should be pronounced ‘th’.
f u  o r c g w h n i + j I p x s t b e m l N d E a A  y

Z
is for Zapf
Hermann Zapf  is a calligrapher and type designer who created some of  most com-
monly used fonts. One of  his most well-known achievements was the design of  a font 
that didn’t have any letters, it’s called Zapf  Dingbats (look below). He was one of  the 
earliest people to argue that type design should be done on computers. Zapf  was also 
hired as a calligrapher to write the Preamble to the United Nations Charter in 1960.
This image, designed by Zapf, is the so-called “California job case”. It is a case that 
holds all the metal letters that you would use for printing (see page T). This picture of  
the case will help you remember where all the letters are. Anyone who arranged type 
would want to memorize the layout of  this case so they could do their job quickly. 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXT
Z1234567890-=!@#$%^&*()_
+ÊËÌÍÎÏÐÑÒÓÔ×ØÙÚÛÜÝßàáâ
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